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Chapter 71: Begging Mr. Steele For Mercy!

Translator: Atlas Studios Editor: Atlas Studios

Soon, dozens of people entered the ballroom where the wedding was

held. 90% of them were men and there were only three women whose

age ranged from 20 to 40.

They were all brought in by the young man just now.

The young man introduced to them, “This is Mr. Collins, and those

two are Mr. Collins’ son, Tyler, and his newlywed wife, Hailey
Camden.”

Those people hurriedly smiled and greeted, “Hello, Mr. Collins and
Mr. Tyler!”

Both Leonard and Tyler felt rather proud and dignified to be greeted
by so many people.

Tyler took a glance at them from afar and suddenly felt that many of
them looked rather familiar.

He quickly strode over and asked condescendingly, “I heard from my

father’s chauffeur you are all owners of companies? What kind of

companies do you own? Tell me about it!”

“Enigma Co. is the name of my company!”

“Mine’s called Sky Domain Online Games!”

“The name of my company is TriLife Health Technology Co.”

“…”



Everyone stated the names of their companies.

However, Tyler’s face suddenly turned pale after he heard the name

of those companies.

Reason being he knew of all those companies and had even invested
in them!

Tyler began to get extremely agitated. “Your companies are the lousy

ones that had all folded and caused me to incur major losses!”

Tyler had invested in hundreds of companies recently but prior to his
investment, he didn’t bother meeting the owner of each company and

instead sent his subordinate to do so after deciding on which ones to
invest in.

Hence, he did not personally know all of them.

Seeing this, Leonard quickly asked, “Tyler, did you invest your

money in their companies that ended up closing down? Tell me

quickly, how much of those 75 million dollars that I gave you, are left
now?!”

Leonard began to get nervous.

Tyler didn’t dare to lie and thus said in a low voice, “I lost
everything.”

Smack!

Leonard slapped Tyler on his face and he hollered angrily, “You
wastrel! You lost 75 million dollars just like that!”



Even Hailey couldn’t believe it. It seemed like yesterday when Tyler

said his father had given him 75 million dollars. Tyler even swore

that he would make 750 million dollars for Hailey.

However, not a single cent was left now!

Tyler covered his face and pointed at Jordan while saying sobbingly,
“Dad, Jordan Steele, that bastard is targeting me!”

As soon as Tyler pointed at Jordan, the dozens of people immediately

scurried towards Jordan.

Due to the large number of people who were dashing forward eagerly
while Leonard, Tyler and Hailey were blocking the day, the three of
them began stumbling.

“Hey, why are you guys running around!?”

Leonard rebuked furiously after getting bumped into.

Hailey also kept screaming incessantly.

However, those dozens of people didn’t care at all because they
weren’t there for the Collins anyway.

Upon reaching Jordan, they stood two meters away from him before

getting on their knees!

“Mr. Steele! Please spare us!”

“Mr. Steele! Please spare us!”

The dozens of company owners began kneeling down in front of
Jordan and begged him for mercy. The scene was so spectacular that

all the businessmen were frightened.



“It turns out these people are not here because of their admiration for
Mr. Collins but for Mr. Steele!”

“Mr. Steele is really impressive. He managed to destroy so many

companies with his own power. He’s so scary!”

“Jordan Steele must be the best businessman in Orlando!”

Jordan sipped on some coffee and said slowly, “As long as the Collins
stop investing money in your company, I’ll stop targeting you.”

After hearing Jordan’s words, they stood up and turned around to

yell at Tyler.

“Tyler Collins, stop investing money in our companies!”

“Damn it, it turns out I’m being targeted because of you! Don’t invest
money in my company again!”

“Tyler Collins, you have to compensate for my losses!”

Dozens of people began hollering at Tyler.

Leonard flew into a rage and barked, “Chase these people out
immediately!”

The Collins had long known that Hailey’s ex-husband was good at

fighting so they had arranged for many powerful experts to be on
standby.

However, those people were still indignant.

“We’ve each given a gift of %1,500 to come in. Who are you to tell

us to leave!?!”



“Leonard Collins, you’re so shameless. You’re making us leave right

after we entered, are you trying to take our money without giving

anything in return?”

Leonard felt extremely embarrassed after hearing that. ‘Why would

the Collins care for such a small sum of money!?!’

Leonard said, “Return each of them twice of what they have given!”

In a fit of anger, Tyler decided that he would rather waste tens of

thousands of dollars than let the Collins be humiliated.

After they left, Tyler stormed towards Jordan angrily and hollered,
“Mr. Steele, I don’t know how Tyler has offended you to suffer such

treatment from you! You made my son lose 75 million dollars but I’m

afraid you must have lost more than that!”

Leonard knew very well that it definitely took a large sum of money
to make a company shut down in a short period of time, unless
Jordan resorted to some despicable means.

Jordan didn’t plan to make peace with the Collins in the first place.

Although Leonard had already lost his temper, it didn’t matter to

Jordan either!

Jordan said, “Go find out from your son what he has done. I don’t
need you to feel the pinch for the money I’ve spent. Hundreds of
millions mean nothing to me.”

Hearing the last sentence, Hailey felt as if she had slipped into a

dream.

‘Hundreds of millions mean nothing to him?’



‘I betrayed Jordan precisely for the sake of money!’

Leonard had already guessed that this matter must have something to
do with Hailey.

However, since Tyler had already married Hailey, he had to protect

the both of them.

Leonard said, “Mr. Steele, you’re really rich, the Collins are indeed
no match for you! However, the Collins have been running a business

in Orlando for decades and we have a strong foothold here. I heard
that you just came to Orlando in recent years, Mr. Steele.”

“I have made a lot of friends in Orlando over the past few decades,
including some triad bosses. If they find out that someone had the

guts to target my son, they definitely won’t let you off! They might

even do something that goes against the rules!”

Leonard was threatening Jordan!

“Leonard Collins, how dare you threaten Mr. Steele!?!” Victoria flew

into a rage too.

Jordan extended his hand to gesture for Victoria to calm down. He
remained composed and said, “Mr. Steele, I’m more than eager to be

taught a lesson by you. May I know who the triad boss you’re

referring to is?”

“Hmph, you’ll meet him soon.”

Leonard then took out his cell phone and made a call. “Mr. Dalton,
are you here yet?”

The person on the other end of the call answered, “I arrived a long

time ago, I’m at the entrance!”



Leonard hurriedly said, “Huh? Why didn’t you come in? I’ll go

outside and get you.”

Chapter 72: I’m Not Willing!

Translator: Atlas Studios Editor: Atlas Studios

Leonard arrived at the hotel entrance to see that Pablo, Salvatore, and
a few underlings were standing outside the hotel.

Leonard hurriedly walked over and said, “Mr. Dalton, Salvatore, why
aren’t you going in?”

Pablo looked into the distance and said, “I’m waiting for someone.”

“Waiting for someone?”

Leonard was rather curious because Pablo was a famous triad boss in
the state. He would never wait for anyone. Hence, Leonard wondered

who could make Pablo wait.

In less than two minutes, a Rolls-Royce was driven over.

Leonard could tell from the license plate that the owner of the car was
a formidable person!

The status of the upper-class circle figures could usually be

determined from the license plates of their cars.

The wealthy and powerful usually had personalized or exotic license
plates that cost plenty of money.

Generally, exotic license plates could only be owned by people of

certain status.



After looking at the license plate, Leonard immediately knew that

there was an influential figure in the car!

Pablo took the initiative to run to the rear door to open the door, after
which he bowed respectfully and said, “Mr. Reyes, you’re here.”

Salvatore bent 90 degrees forward and exclaimed, “Greetings, Mr.
Reyes!”

Butler Frank came out of the car. As soon as Leonard saw the majestic

and dignified man, he knew he was an esteemed figure. He hurriedly
pulled Leonard and asked, “Who’s this old man?”

Pablo introduced, “This is Mr. Reyes, my benefactor. Without him, I
won’t be here today.”

Hearing this, Leonard also hurriedly extended his hand and said, “Mr.
Reyes, nice to meet you. I’ve been close friends with Mr. Dalton for

years, and it’s my son’s big day today. What brings you here…”

Butler Frank chuckled and said, “Hello, Mr. Collins, I’m here to

attend the wedding, but please pardon me for showing up uninvited.”

Leonard was flattered and taken aback. “Not at all! It’s an honor for

my family to have you here. Please come in!”

Leonard was overwhelmed with joy, and he was extremely smug.
‘Haha, Jordan Steele, so what if you’re rich? Even Pablo Dalton and

Salvatore are here to support me. I don’t believe you’d dare to go

against me!’

After the three of them entered the hall, Leonard walked in front and

said to Jordan, “Jordan, let me introduce you to a few of my friends.
This is…”



Before he could finish, Salvatore darted towards Jordan and knelt

down in front of him. “Mr. Steele! Happy Birthday!”

Previously, Salvatore had also offended Jordan and would have

probably been dead by now if Jordan hadn’t been kind enough to
spare him.

Pablo also stepped forward and respectfully bowed to Jordan while
handing him a gift. “Happy birthday, Mr. Jordan. Mr. Reyes and I

have come to send you a birthday gift.”

Butler Frank walked forward slowly. Leonard and the other guests

could all tell that Butler Frank had an extraordinary aura and
extremely powerful figure.

To his surprise, when Butler Frank faced Jordan, he also bowed with

great respect. “Mr. Jordan, happy birthday.”

“Mr… Mr. Jordan?”

Leonard, Hailey, and the others were all flabbergasted.

Jordan also hurriedly got up to shake Butler Frank’s hand. “Butler
Frank, you don’t have to bow to me. I treat you like family.”

After saying that, Jordan looked at Leonard and asked, “Were you

referring to Pablo and Salvatore when you mentioned that you know
a few triad bosses?”

Even Leonard had to address Pablo and Salvatore with great respect.
Yet, Jordan seemed to be treating them as servants!

After hearing this, Salvatore flew into a rage. “Damn it, you were

trying to go against Mr. Jordan? Are your brains fried?”



Leonard didn’t dare to retort after being reprimanded in public by
Salvatore!

Seeing this, Jordan said, “I’m here to attend a wedding, not to cause

trouble. I don’t want others to get the wrong idea. Salvatore, Pablo,
take your leave. Butler Frank, I’ll accept your gift. Please get going
too.”

The three of them didn’t dare to disobey Jordan.

Pablo whispered to Leonard before leaving, “If Mr. Jordan is harmed

in any way during the wedding, I will make sure you and your entire

family gets buried together!”

Leonard broke out in cold sweat out of nervousness, but he didn’t
dare to issue a threat or say anything harsh.

The guests at the scene, too, were all stunned.

“Mr. Steele really has connections in the business industry and the

triads! Even Pablo Dalton is his underling!”

“Mr. Steele is so young and already so powerful. Whoever provokes

him will definitely be in for a hard time!”

Those people were all mercenary snobs who eagerly tried to suck up
to Jordan after realizing how accomplished he was.

“I heard that it’s your birthday today, Mr. Steele. This may be our

first time meeting each other but fate has brought us together. Come

on, let’s all toast to Mr. Steele, okay?”

“Yes!”

The guests at the venue all shouted in unison.



Ironically, many of those guests were relatives of the Collins and

Tyler’s best friends.

Jordan sneered.

He suddenly remembered that many esteemed figures of the
upper-class circle had also attended Diana’s 80th birthday banquet

not long ago.

On that day, Jordan had also gotten into a conflict with the Camdens.

However, in the end, the Camdens instigated the guests present on

that day to start boycotting Jordan in the future, which they did.

However, now that everyone found out that Jordan had done

something to harm the Collins, none of them dared to stand up

against him for the Collins.

On the contrary, they all took the initiative to toast to Jordan in a bid

to befriend him.

What a pragmatic society!

Jordan picked up his cup of tea and said, “Thank you all for your

birthday wishes. Someone is scared that I might cause trouble after

drinking too much, so I shall toast to you guys with water instead of

wine.”

After hearing this, Hailey’s face turned as red as a tomato.

When Hailey gave Jordan the wedding invitation earlier on, she had
specifically instructed him not to drink too much on the day of the
wedding to not embarrass her.

However, it seemed that she shouldn’t have to worry about it.



After finishing his water, Jordan said to Leonard, “Mr. Collins, it’s
getting late. Your wedding ought to begin now, shouldn’t it? I have

to get back to the office to work after witnessing this top-notch
wedding.”

Leonard had a complicated expression, but no matter what, he had to

finish hosting his son’s wedding before anything else.

Hence, Leonard immediately said to the emcee, “Let the wedding
begin immediately!”

Tyler and Hailey walked onto the stage, but Hailey was completely

distracted and out of her element.

The emcee said, “Mr. Tyler Collins, do you take Miss Hailey Camden

to be your lawfully wedded wife and love, cherish, and honor her for

the rest of your life?”

Tyler answered, “I do.”

The emcee again asked, “Miss Hailey Camden, do you take Mr. Tyler
Collins to be your lawfully wedded husband and take care of him for
the rest of your life, for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, in
sickness and in health, to love and to cherish, until death do you

part?”

Hailey exclaimed, “I do not!”

Chapter 73: Hailey Regrets!

Translator: Atlas Studios Editor: Atlas Studios

In the luxurious and grand hotel, Hailey, clad in a white wedding

dress, refused to complete her wedding vows in front of the public!



Everyone immediately got into an uproar!

Ever since Jordan revealed his identity as the president of Ace
Corporation, Hailey had already begun to waver.

Subsequently, she saw how the bigwigs of Orlando behaved

subserviently to Jordan, who was just like the king of Orlando!

Her former husband was now a tycoon that everyone admired,
respected, and looked up to!

How could Hailey feel comfortable marrying Tyler?

He wasn’t as handsome as Jordan, nor was he as gentle as Jordan.
Furthermore, he wouldn’t take care of her or pamper her like Jordan

did.

The only advantage Tyler had was that he came from a wealthy
family that could help the Camdens.

However, Tyler had now lost his only advantage over Jordan.

Hence, Hailey rejected Tyler right on the spot!

Clad in a white wedding dress, Hailey scurried down the stage with

tears in her eyes and leaped straight into Jordan’s arms before
exclaiming, “Jordan, I love you!”

The commotion got even louder!

“Oh my God! The bride actually ran to hug another man at her

wedding!”

“Haha, now that’s interesting. We’ve got a show to watch.”



Tyler, who was wearing a suit and standing on the stage, turned pale

immediately!

Jordan remained seated quietly with complicated emotions within
him as Hailey, his former wife, hugged him.

He was overjoyed, conceited, resentful, and furious!

He recalled the time when he stood in front of Tyler and Hailey in a
hotel, dressed in his humble takeout delivery man uniform. At that
time, Hailey even self-righteously told him that he didn’t deserve to

step into the hotel.

The two of them definitely couldn’t have imagined that this would
happen today!

Victoria, seated beside Jordan, took out a cigarette from her bag and

lit it up with a playful smile.

“Hailey Camden, do you think Jordan will forgive you now that

you’ve come scurrying over!?!”

Victoria made a sarcastic remark. As a woman, she felt an urge to say

to Hailey: “If you had known that this would happen, you shouldn’t

have done it in the first place!”

Although he was the host, Leonard’s face, hands and legs were all

trembling!

His daughter-in-law actually had the nerve to tell another man that

she loved him at her own wedding!

What a huge disgrace!

It was a huge disgrace to the Collins!



The Collins were thoroughly embarrassed!

At this moment, Benedict suddenly came forward. He pulled Hailey

out of Jordan’s embrace before giving her a tight slap on her face!

Smack!

Benedict said anxiously, “You must be out of your mind! Are you
trying to implicate all of us by offending the Collins!?!”

Benedict was well aware of how serious of a matter and Hailey had
just embarrassed the Collins, making them the laughing stock of

Orlando.

In addition, the Collins were not to be trifled with either, and they

would definitely deal with Benedict and his family.

However, Sylvie walked over and hugged Hailey.

She hollered at Benedict, “Benedict, why did you lay a hand on

Hailey!?! Hailey and Jordan have been married for three years, and
they have strong feelings for each other. It’s only right for her to

choose Jordan over Tyler. Besides, Jordan is the president of a huge

corporation, isn’t he?”

“You… Shut up, you wastrel!”

Benedict was livid, and he raised his hand again in a bid to slap

Sylvie.

Benedict knew that Jordan definitely wouldn’t take Hailey back and
that he wasn’t there to stop the marriage either.

No matter how much Hailey pleaded, it was to no avail.



Since Hailey was now married to Tyler, the only option she had was

to spend the rest of her life with him.

Otherwise, she would offend both Jordan and the Collins, which
would land them in hot soup.

Jordan did not say a word to the Camdens.

The three of them were his former wife, father-in-law, and
mother-in-law, respectively.

However, they no longer had anything to do with him now.

Jordan got up from his seat, buttoned his suit suavely, and said,
“Indeed, it’s such a top-notch wedding, Mr. Collins, it’s no wonder

you insisted that I come and witness it with my own eyes.”

“Now that I’ve already witnessed it, I’ll get going. I have work to

do.”

Victoria pinched the slim cigarette that she had just lit up and rose
from her seat as well. “I should get going too.”

Dustin, who was seated at the same table as them, also quickly got up
and said, “Mr. Steele, Miss Clarke, please wait for me. I’ll leave with
you guys.”

After the three of them left, surprisingly, the remaining guests at the

table also walked towards Leonard to bid him goodbye.

“Mr. Collins, I have some work to do. I’ll take my leave now.”

“The people at the office have called to rush me. I’m sorry, I gotta
go.”

“…”



Soon, all of the wedding ballroom tables that were initially very lively

were empty except for two tables.

The remaining guests at those two tables were relatives of the Collins.

Basically, all their business partners had left.

They were all intelligent people who knew when to defect to those
who were powerful.

Knowing that Jordan had a conflict with the Collins, who would dare

to be close to the Collins?

Suppose they continued to stay there and ended up letting Jordan
hear of it. In that case, Jordan might just destroy their companies like

what he had done to those dozens of unlucky companies.

“Ah!”

Tyler moved a chair over and smashed it against the table.

They had spent close to a million dollars on the wedding, but all the
guests had left!

Seeing this, Leonard remained composed and said, “Tyler, take
Hailey to your matrimonial home. It’s your big day today, don’t fret
over this. Your mother and I will take care of it!”

Leonard then said to Hailey, “Hailey Camden, I know you want to go

back to Jordan Steele now, but as you can see, he doesn’t want you at
all. Since you’ve married me, just be content!”

“The Collins may not be as wealthy as Jordan, but we at least have
hundreds of millions of dollars in assets, which is still a notch above

your family! You’re not losing out by being my wife!”



Hailey bit her lips. All that was running through her mind now was

Jordan!

Chapter 74: Jordan and Hailey Aren’t Divorced Yet!

Translator: Atlas Studios Editor: Atlas Studios

Outside the hotel.

At this moment, a male guest walked out smilingly from the hotel and

looked through the contacts list on his cell phone before calling
someone named Devon Blaine.

“What’s the matter?” Devon questioned coldly.

The man asked with a smile, “Devon Blaine, I remember that the

Camdens from Orlando seem to be your relatives, huh? How is Hailey

Camden related to you?”

Devon answered, “My mother is her grandfather’s sister, so Hailey is

my niece. What’s the matter?”

He said, “Haha, oh, so that’s how you’re related. It’s your niece’s
wedding today, why didn’t you come? You missed a good show,
buddy.”

“It turns out that the president of Ace Corporation is the man that
everyone thought was a good-for-nothing. He used to be the live-in
son-in-law of the Camdens, but your niece has divorced him.”

“Today, your niece married Tyler Collins, but she really regrets her

decision. Haha…”

At this moment, in Boston.



After Devon hung up the phone, an old lady lying in bed beside him

immediately tried to probe.

“Devon, did something happen to Hailey?”

The old lady was Devon’s mother, the sister of Hailey’s grandfather,
which makes her Hailey’s grandaunt.

Looking at his feeble mother, Devon could not bear to tell her the

truth.

Thus, he said, “No, Mom, Hailey is doing well.”

To his surprise, his mother said something that couldn’t be closer to

the truth. “Are Hailey and Jordan divorced?”

Devon stopped hiding the truth and nodded.

“Oh, it turns out that Hailey’s live-in husband, Jordan Steele, is the
billionaire president of a large corporation!”

“Wow, the Camdens have suffered a huge loss this time!”

“Mom, I know you care a lot about Hailey but don’t get too upset.
Your health is important.”

Devon’s mother, Lily, was in poor health and her days seem to be

numbered…

However, Lily didn’t get too worked up and simply said calmly,
“Don’t worry, I’m fine. Hailey and Jordan are still married.”

Devon asked with a look of bewilderment, “Mom, are you muddled

up? They’ve already gotten a divorce. How can they still be

married?”



“Besides, Hailey has married Tyler Collins.”

In a mysterious smile, Lily said, “Your uncle, who is Hailey’s

grandfather, had known Jordon’s identity long ago, and therefore

allowed him to marry Hailey.”

“Besides, he had long guessed that the willful and arrogant Hailey

would one day choose to divorce Jordan.”

“So, he has long arranged for the people at the lawyer’s office to

tamper with the divorce papers, should there be any. The divorce
papers are fake, and so is Hailey’s current marriage certificate with

Tyler Collins!”

Devon was so astonished that his jaw dropped. ‘Hailey’s grandfather
is so wise that he had actually made all the appropriate arrangements
before his death!’

Devon said gleefully, “In this case, I’ll call Hailey immediately and

tell her about it!”

However, Lily put her pale hand on Devon’s arm to stop him.

“Don’t tell her for now,” Lily said with a somber expression.

“Hailey is too arrogant, and she has been belittling Jordan all this

while. It’s a good thing to make her regret now and learn her lesson.”

“Let her figure out how to win Jordan’s heart again and salvage their
relationship. You can tell her when nothing else works.”

Devon nodded and exclaimed, “Sure!”

…

In West Lake residential estate.



After Hailey and Tyler returned to their new matrimonial home,
Hailey began to pack her bags and got ready to leave.

Tyler hollered lividly, “Hailey Camden, where are you going with

your luggage? We just got married today. Are you going to sleep at

Jordan’s place!?!”

Hailey said, “Yes, I’m going to Jordan. Tyler, let’s get a divorce!”

Anyway, Hailey had already said no during the wedding. She even
leaped into Jordan’s arms right in front of him and everyone else.

She knew that Tyler would never be able to tolerate such an insult.

Just as she expected, Tyler snapped, his face as red as a beet, “Fine!
Let’s get a divorce then! A cheap and shameless bitch like you is not

worthy of being my wife!”

Both of them soon headed to the lawyer’s office to file for a divorce.
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